Johnson, '15, with his appointment as judge of the U.S. Customs Court in New York City.

Judson Johnson, '17, whose appointment, which has been confirmed by the U.S. Senate, is believed to be the last made by the late President Roosevelt. Johnson was confirmed by the Senate in the third district since 1927, he is a former Oklahoma newspaperman and attorney.

The new Customs Court judge served in France during World War I and after returning to the country was elected to the Oklahoma State Senate, serving from 1920 to 1927. He has studied in France and was a delegate to the Peace Conference in Geneva in 1929.

Kerr Visits Truman

Gov. Robert S. Kerr, '16, was in Washington, D.C., in early May to pay his respects to President Truman and confer with federal officials on state affairs.

Governor Kerr visited the President in the company of the governors of Rhode Island and Maine and met with Federal Board of Police blackjacks, and strikes were smashed by injunctions and bayonets.

Also strengthening the lineup which opposes modern labor legislation, the Congressman noted, are the enemies of labor, the labor batters. "Thus we see a grotesque spectacle; the labor lobby banded together with the anti-labor lobby — an archaic inferiority complex on one side linked with a sly Machiavellianism on the other — to kill off moderate labor legislation backed by the great majority of the public."

In the remedy which he proposes, Mr. Monroney suggests that Congress amend the antitrust laws, under which labor unions are exempted, so as to reaffirm labor's exemption so far as legitimate objectives are concerned, but to remove or qualify the blanket immunity for various outlaw union practices.

Another labor abuse, which should be corrected in the opinion of the congressman, is that of allowing a few men in the union movement to achieve such control over their organizations and membership that they become veritable despots and bosses. "The simplest way to do this," he wrote, "would be to require the National Labor Relations Board to certify for collective bargaining only those unions which are able to show certain minimum standards of good conduct in their internal union affairs."

Stating his own position in the matter, he wrote, "I think I am a friend of labor. As such, I say with all sincerity that if the great progressive labor leaders of this country will join with moderate public opinion in drawing up an enforceable labor code of fair union conduct, it will strengthen organized labor everywhere, confound the labor batters, win public esteem, and ward off ominous dangers which now loom ahead."

Another article by Congressman Monroney entitled "Streamlining Congress" appeared in a recent issue of Personnel Administration, official publication of the Society for Personnel Administration, edited by Walter B. Emery, '34, of the Federal Communications Commission staff in Washington, D.C.

Mr. Monroney is vice chairman of the Joint Committee on the Organization of Congress which is at present engaged in a study of ways to make Congress more efficient. Next to winning the war and the peace, the problem of improving the organization, machinery and effectiveness of Congress outranks every other issue, in his opinion.
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